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!e 
combination 
of clarinet and 
bass clarinet 
playing together 
is such a rich and 
e"ective pairing 
of instruments, 
it’s no wonder 
many composers 
and arrangers have 

created great music for this partnership. 
From the orchestral palette of Stravinsky 
(Le Sacre du printemps) to the quirky 
George Martin arrangement of the 
Beatles (When I’m 64). In recent times, 
composers have also been writing for 
these instruments in chamber music and 
as a compelling duo combination. !is 
new work by Robert Cohen, dedicated to 
Guido Arbonelli and Natalia Benedetti, is 
a welcome addition to the oeuvre.

!e context and inspiration for 
the music is highly topical based on 
the COVID-19 pandemic. From the 
score, here are the composer’s notes and 
introduction to the work:

!is work is my musical interpretation 
of my feelings surrounding the Covid 19 
pandemic.

1 Alpha – dread of the coming 
pandemic.

2. Delta – panic over the worst of the 
variants.

3 Omicron – sadness and sense of  
loss even though the new variant is  
less lethal.

4 Zeta – an imaginary #nal cold-like 
variant that allows us to exuberantly 
resume a normal life.
!e work is approximately 12 minutes 

in total, but it could also work e"ectively as 
individual movements in a duo recital. It is 
a technically challenging work that would 
work well for both college majors and 
professionals alike. It doesn’t involve the 
use of advanced contemporary techniques 
but does draw on the $exibility and $uidity 
of both instruments. !e composer makes 
e"ective use of the extended low register 
notes of the bass clarinet (requiring a low C 
instrument). While the title and context of 
the piece is somewhat ominous, the work 
itself is colorful, varied and fun to play.  

I particularly enjoyed the instruction for 
the last movement, “Spirito con ironia  
e sarcasm.”

Take that, COVID!

– Paul Roe

WORKS FOR CLARINET  
AND PIANO

Luis Barroso. Sonatina for Clarinet and 
Piano. Samek Music, 2021. Paper: 
£12.95, Digital download: £7.50

!is short and 
sweet Sonatina for 
Clarinet and Piano 
by Luis Barroso 
is a charming 
and energetic 
new work. !e 
Sonatina was 
composed between 
2020 and 2021 
and has three 
movements: 

“Animate,” “Andante” and “Presto.”
!e “Animate” is energetic and 

syncopated. !e clarinet and piano are 
equal voices and closely interlinked as 
the music shifts through duple and triple 
meter. !e scalar $ourishes, octave leaps 
and syncopated forays into the altissimo 
are all idiomatic to the clarinet and 
contribute to the $air and appeal of the 
movement.

In the “Andante,” Barroso writes 
longer melodic lines but harkens back to 
the energy of the opening with 32nd-note 
and sextuplet gestures. !ese quick bursts 
heighten the drama and passion of the 
movement. !e pianist is challenged as 
well as the two voices trade o" the operatic 
melody and a swirling accompaniment 
containing rapid scalar passages and quick 
arpeggiations.

!e #nal movement, “Presto,” is more 
direct and biting with syncopated 16ths 
and sharp grace notes across the clarinet’s 
range. A brief lull in the middle is short-
lived as the music quickly ramps up and 
accelerates to a blistering #nale.

!e Sonatina for Clarinet and Piano 
by Barroso is a challenging and intriguing 
new work. !e tricky technique, close 
collaboration and memorable melodies are 

sure to make this an audience favorite.
– Zachary Dierickx

Amy Beach. !ree Compositions, Op. 40. 
Transcribed for clarinet or bass clarinet 
and piano by David Cook. Alea 
Publishing, 2022. PDF or hard copy 
$20.00

American 
composer and 
pianist Amy 
Beach originally 
created her !ree 
Compositions, Op. 
40, for violin and 
piano in 1898. 
She then followed 
this with a version 
featuring cello 
and piano #ve 

years later. !e work is romantic in style, 
primarily homophonic in texture and 
rich in harmony. Its #rst movement, “La 
Captive,” wanders meditatively, featuring 
melodies principally in the lower register 
of the solo instrument, while the second 
movement, “Berceuse (Lullaby),” is lighter 
in feel, higher in tessitura, and brighter 
in tempo. By contrast, the solo part for 
the concluding movement, “Mazurka,” 
encompasses a much larger range and 
leaps about energetically.

David Cook has recently transcribed 
this work by Beach such that it re$ects both 
the violin and cello versions, with parts for 
clarinet and bass clarinet respectively. His 
piano score, which includes the clarinet 
part notated in C, remains the same for 
both versions. In his transcription, Cook 
has honored the small modi#cations that 
Beach has made for artistic and technical 
motivations in the cello version. He has 
added his own editorial suggestions, 
indicated with dotted lines to di"erentiate 
them from the original notation, and he has 
included a change from written Gì major 
to written Aí major for the bass clarinet to 
render the part more legible. !e clarinet 
part, in Bí with alternate A clarinet version 
for the second and third movements, 
generally #ts comfortably within the range 
of the clarinet, only occasionally venturing 
up to an E above the sta". As such, the 
transcription would be well-suited for 
a strong intermediate-level performer, 

David Cook

David Cook
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although it could bene#t from some added 
slurs in the #nal page of the last movement, 
to ease an extended stretch of articulated 
eighth notes. At the same time, although 
the bass clarinet part is essentially the same 
as the clarinet part, only sounding an 
octave lower, it is more taxing to perform, 
in that much of the piece sits in the clarion 
register, and some of the music ventures 
into the altissimo. While this would be no 
issue for an advanced player, it would prove 
challenging for an intermediate student in 
ways in which the clarinet part would not. 
!is is doubly so regarding the staccato 
articulation that has been added to the bass 
clarinet part in the clarion register of the 
third movement.

Broadly speaking, all the parts are 
spiral bound, and the music is clear, large, 
and easy to read. !e only exception is 
the #rst page of the bass clarinet part, in 
which one wishes that the notes had been 
spaced out more to take advantage of the 
abundance of white space on the page. 
Moreover, while the clarinet and bass 
clarinet parts contain no awkward page 
turns, the piano part would likely require 
a page turner. Nevertheless, the 9-minute 
collection is charming and would make 
a lovely addition to a clarinetist’s library, 
particularly for a performer searching for 
a relatively short, harmonically lush, 19th-
century recital work.

– Lacey Golaszewski

Alberto Caputo. Clarinet Encore for 
clarinet and piano. Edizioni Eufonia, 
2022. €16.00

Alberto 
Caputo, a young 
Italian award-
winning composer, 
conductor and 
producer, has 
written a short, 
fast and sweet 
encore for fellow 
Palermitano 
Alessio Vicario 
who is principal 

clarinet at the famous opera house Teatro 
Massimo. Re$ecting Caputo’s activities 
as a band director, there is a version of 
Clarinet Encore with band accompaniment 

also available from Edizioni Eufonia.
!is 3 ½-minute work is at the 

advanced level due to the fast (quarter 
= 150) speed of the outer sections and a 
few ascents to altissimo A. Beginning and 
ending in dramatic C minor, the music 
is marked by rapid 16th notes, engaging 
syncopation, harmonic sequences and 
enough long notes to let the clarinet sing. 
!e slow middle section brie$y orients 
to Aí major, leading to a medium-length 
cadenza for the soloist before the allegro 
returns for a 41-bar gallop to the #nish.

– Gregory Barrett

Phillippe Laye. Klezmer, Gipsy and 
Armenian Music, books 1 and 2. 
Editions Robert Martin, 2020. $28.98

French 
clarinetist Phillipe 
Laye has compiled 
and published 
two enjoyable 
and educational 
volumes of 
popular Eastern 
European folk 
music taken from 
his own experience 

as a performer and pedagogue. Book 1 
consists of 12 pieces organized by culture 
of origin. !e #rst section is made up 
of four klezmer pieces, followed by four 
Gipsy [sic] and four Armenian works. 
At the beginning of each section Laye 
provides historical and cultural context 
for the music. !e #rst book includes two 
versions of each piece: an “easy” version, 
intended for young players, and a “solo 
clarinet” version, which requires a little 
more technical development. Still, all of 
the works in book 1 are very accessible 
to students. Both books include a piano 
score as well as a download of sound #les 
of the accompaniment played by Laye’s 
own performing ensemble that includes 
accordion, clarinet/bass clarinet and 
violin. !e second book is organized in 
the same way but does not include an 
“easy” version as all of the solos in this 
book are more advanced. Both books are 
well made, easy to read and will provide a 
unique introduction to performing Eastern 
European folk music for clarinetists at any 

level. !e accompanying recordings provide 
a fun way to perform the works, as well 
as a listening reference for ornamentation 
and style ideas. In his foreword, Laye 
invites clarinetists to experiment with their 
own ornamentation and to let the music 
lead them where it will. !ese books will 
certainly prove themselves an entertaining 
way to venture into this world.

– Madelyn Moore

Wu Na. Jiangnan in Misty Rain for 
clarinet and piano. Edizioni Eufonia, 
2021. Digital and/or paper from 
€16.00

Wu Na, 
composer in 
residence for 
the Zhejiang 
Symphony 
Orchestra, is an 
international award 
winner and has 
represented China 
for UNESCO 
and at important 

events in China. Jiangnan in Misty Rain 
is a 7 to 8-minute, medium-easy piece, 
melodic in orientation, that depicts 
Hangzhou in a misty rain at the time of 
the Qingming Festival (Tomb Sweeping 
Day). Beginning and ending slowly, there 
are several contrasting tempo sections, the 
#rst of which has a repetitive harmonic 
pattern like a Satie Gymnopédie although 
at a faster tempo. Also notable is the 
opening four note piano cluster that adds a 
#fth note in the second measure and then 
outwardly expands in the next two. !ese 
#ve note clusters support the pentatonic 
nature of most of the melodic ideas. !e 
chromatically descending bass line in the 
third and fourth measures is the impetus to 
wider ranging Western-style harmony and 
harmonic shifts. !e supporting piano has 
most of the fast-moving notes including a 
short harp-like solo and another pentatonic 
expression that becomes accompaniment 
for a dance-like clarinet melody. !e 
$owing nature of the piano writing allows 
the clarinet to focus on longer-note 
expressive playing. !is, along with the top 
range being only altissimo Fì, means that 
many intermediate players can enjoy this 

David Cook

David Cook


